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:,^L:SSTATION OF THE NEUTRON CROSS SECTIONS OF SEVERAL
"I-.T:L£ -NO FISSILE NUCLEI IN THE RESONANCE REGIONS

'•. .;e Saussure and R. B. Perez

i. INTRODUCTION

In tnis oaper we discuss some problems related to the measurement,

evaluation and reoresentatidn of the neutron cross sections of the main

fertile and fissile nuclides iv, the resolved and unresolved resonance

regions. We restrict our comments to the heavy nuclides most important for

.n-ciaar reactor applications and we note here that the resonance structure

of light and medium weight nuclides used as moderators, coolants or

structural materials has different characteristics and may require a dif-

ferent approach.

For the purpose of organizing our review, we have subdivided our comments

around three main topics: (1) the resolved resonance parameters of the

fertile nuclides and their uncertainties, (2) the representation of the cross

sections of the fissile nuclides in the resolved resonance range, and (3)

the treatment of the unresolved resonance range.

In the past ten years or so, little progress has been made in improving

the accuracy of our knowledge of the resolved resonance parameters of the

fertile nuclides. In our opinion, this absence of progress is due to a lack

of adequate methodologies to assess and describe the systematic errors in

the resonance parameters resulting from uncertainties in the analysis of

the measurements, and to combine relevant information from several sources

into a single evaluation, We note recent promising developments in under-

standing and correcting these problems but we believe that much improvement

is still needed if the resolved resonance parameters of the fertile nuclides

are to be substantially ameliorated.



:• 3x?.mirr= +he most recent US evaluation, ENDF/B-V, of the cross sections

:• -•->•-!";? - -.l-'des in -he resolved resonance region. We find that whereas

• .—.••.-̂ o-.i-a'H.-.n r^nfnrc to the recommended procedure, the z 3 5U and

rOr'^^r^'pis a^° ""iaaDa!jate and inconsistent with present state of the

•a".. We recommend that a now analysis of the resolved range of these two

i'S"-""es be nerformed.

isi of our comments are addressed to the ENDF/B treatment of the unresolved

resonance range. We feel tnat this treatment is inadequate and inappropriate.

We recommend that the model used for the unresolved range be reexamined and that

•-.."relate aescriDtions be investigated. Most importantly we recommend that

.iiidarion of the unresolved range evaluations with appropriate transmission

«:•:; self-indication measurements.

It Qoes without saying that none of our comments are meant as criticism

of ENDF/B-V evaluators: the evaluations were made under a number of practical

constraints which explain many of the deficiencies. Rather we hope that some

"r o.;r observations may lead to a reexamination of some aspects of the eval-

•jazioti process and to improved future evaluations.

.:. ^CERTAINTIES IN THE RESOLVED RESONANCE PARAMETERS OF THE FERTILE NUCLEI

A. Statistical and Systematic Errors

The resolved resonance parameters of the fertile nuclides are usually

obtained by least-square shape analysis of time-of-flight transmission measure-

ments, often supplemented by shape or area analysis of capture, scattering

or self-indication experiments.1J( It is not our purpose here to discuss the

measurement or analysis techniques which are described in several recent

books. ''• Instead, we wish to emphasize one particular aspect of the analysis

which we think is important and has perhaps not been properly addressed: the

estimation, representation, and utilization of systematic uncertainties.



_;-,rv;ient^r- iften distinguish between statistical and systematic errors.

"i -.?.-•-•--C1" ~ht -^asurement the statistical error in each channel can be

.v.v -•- '" ^ ~t"^••••••--c^.mrr] -.-in" ^rom the number of events observed in that

:;':a;vie'. "•"•v's nrr?:~ • ~. uncorrelated from one channel to the next and can

•;s';3l1v easi1'/ n° ori~oar:ated through the data analysis to a "statistical error1

of -."-,- resonance parameters,. The statistical errors of the resonance parameters

are. of course, generally correlated through the constraints of the model used

in the analysis.

Systematic errors, on the other hand, arise in the interpretation and

analysis of the experiment: before resonance parameters, or even transmission

ratios, can be extracted from the measurements, several inferences must be

made aDout the shape and magnitude of backgrounds, the response of detectors,

the homogeneity of transmission samples, and so on. Uncertainties in these

inferences result in systematic errors that are often difficult to evaluate

and tnat have complicated correlation patterns.

Modern neutron time-of-flight spectrometers have such high intensities

that in many experiments the statistical errors can practically be made

arbitrarily small by extending the duration of the measurement. Hence the

dominating uncertainty in the resonance parameters of the fertile nuclides

is usually the systematic error. Yet most of our methodologies for resonance

analysis, for reporting experimental data, and for evaluation are designed

for uncorrelated statistical errors.

Many resonance analysis codes cannot properly handle systematic errors;

often the cooe reads or computes an uncorrelated error for each datum, which

is used to determine a "weight" for the datum. On the basis of these

weights and of some consistency criterion between the model and the data, the

program generates errors for the resonance parameters. These errors do not



include orooerly the systematic uncertainties.7"9 Experimentalists rarely

:.-••;; .ice ~"n format ion on the correlations between errors and several evaluations

• - •--. -o = ̂ n?pr_9 nar?"ipters of the fertile nuclides are essentially weighted

.n:, ..1 i :.iss of TjblishPd parameters, with the weights derived from the

;Uib.isned errors.10"11

.'.^ oelieve that, at present, there is no clear, accepted, and practical

aooroacn to estimate and report systematic errors and their correlations and

to combine data from different parameters. This situation inhibits the

improvement of the data. We shall not illustrate these observations with a

couple of examples.

3. Comparisons of Resonance Parameters

1. The importance of systematic errors has long been recognized by

experimenters,i2~! 5 evaluators and data users.16"19 In particular, to

illustrate the effect of the method of analysis on the values obtained for the

resonance parameters, Derrien, Ribon, and L'Heriteau have reanalyzed several

transmission experiments.20"-°— An example of this work is shown on Table I,

where values of the neutron widths of several 2 3 8U resonances are compared.

The values of Carraro and Kolar2 given in the fourth column were determined

using the area analysis program of Atta and Harvey.7 The errors given include

statistical errors and several systematic errors arising from the uncertainty

in the transmission sample thicknesses and from several hypotheses used in the

resonance analysis.-3 The values in the second column were obtained by Derrien

and Ribon/! by reanalyzing part of the measurements of Carraro and Kolar using

the Saclay shape-analysis program. Derrien and Ribon do not characterize the

error given in that column, but presumably it is the statistical error generated

by their program. Similarly, the last column contains the values obtained by

Rahn ct il.x from their measurements, using a combination of area and shape



.;:,; • ;-'sis -vir̂ ods;; ^h? ?>~rors in that column are not clearly characterized by

:; > . ~:v) i'r.i-*. ;:oliinn lists values obtained by Saclay using shape

::id.' :. ~ :> ""H =̂ir*" o^ "'".e transmission data of Rahn -?- •'. From an inspection

. • ,,Q r^a +i-3-: '"!i t:? same data analyzed by two different methods

'.131.1 nornficantly different values for the parameters, (2) the Saclay

~3sonance analysis aDDlied to two different sets of data again yields sig-

;ntlv different oarameter values; this in spite of the fact that the

analysis program "readjusts" the background in each experiment, (3) it is

difficult to give an objective and meaningful interpretation to the errors

quoted in each column except that in general these errors are smaller than

either the differences between two analyses of the same experiment, or between

the same analysis of two sets of data.

2. In Table II values of the neutron and capture widths of the first

four large levels of -J2Th are compared. The results of the three latest

:..',. -easurements are listed in columns 2, 3, and 4; the last two columns

•..-• ::.--i values of EftDF/B-IV^"1 and ENDF/B-V2S respectively. We were un-

able to determine from the publication of Rahn jt al.3
l whether the errors

given were statistical, systematic or a combination of both. Chrien

ai ai.,' report statistical uncertainties for one of the measurements used

in deriving the parameters; these are shown in parenthesis in column 3.

The other error is said to "include all statistical and estimated systematic

uncertainties." The errors reported by Olsen et al.y
h are statistical

uncertainties multiplied by three, because it has been these authors ex-

perience "that in order to obtain overlapping parameters with errors from

separate fits to the various sample thicknesses or from different transmission

.neasurements requires increasing the least-squares parameter covariance

matrix uncertainties by a factor of two co four.1' It is not clear that the

latest evaluation, ENDF/B-V, is more consistent with recent data than the

EMDF/B-IV evaluation which, for 2 3 2Th, was completed more than 15 years ago!



.! Mr^ouTar '•'"'•. i~ -noteworthy that the values of the latest measurement,

• -.;-." - .-'.. '"i;?"sr overlap within quoted errors either ENDF/B-V or

C. Recommendations

- -:ie evaluations of the resolved resonance parameters of the fertile

?s are to improve significantly, better methods will be needed to

•;:/;:..aLC, describe, and use systematic errors and their correlations. We

realize that this recommendation is easier to formulate than to implement:

.-.-;.n .-- ;:'., for instance, reported more than 700 232Th and more than 600

'-'-"-'•I resonance parameters. The covariance matrix for these 1300 parameters

'would consist of more than 800,000 independent entries! Methods must be

developed to estimate and describe the essential features of the covariance

matrix in a concise form.

In recent years a nrjch greater awareness has evolved of the need for

a more complete description of errors and their correlations.12""15 Larson

^nd Perey;0 have written a computer model for resonance analysis using

Bayes' Equations where covariance matrices are explicitly used, but this

proqram has not yet been implemented for the fertile nuclides. Finally the

methodology to include covariance matrices to sensitivity calculations is

being extended to handle resonance parameters so 'chat the recommended im-

provements may be forthcoming.-17"28

III. RESONANCE ANALYSIS OF THE CROSS SECTIONS OF FISSILE NUCLIDES

A. The Goals of Resonance Analysis

The main goals of the resonance analysis of the cross sections of the

fissile nuclides are:



:. •? )Dtr;ii -: •"Ti-iation on the statistical distribution of the

~r; • • •.•""•:• "re-:1---?-™". ^:"i" in-ormation is helpful in determining the basic

•y- - --" *"̂  r:-r;r,, .,..,,,C3S3 an^ .,-n predicting the structure of the cross

.-\ . •••; ••• -.'••;? T----?V? W e d resonance region. These applications of resonance

analysis have been extensively discussed in the literature.6*29'30

:. The representation of the low-energy croos sections by an appropriate

resonance formalism oermits the simultaneous analysis of several partial and

total cross-section measurements done at different temperatures under dif-

ferent energy resolution conditions. The use of a unitary formalism insures

consistency in the line shapes of the total and partial cross sections.31

3. A good resonance formalism allows the concise and precise representation

of die details of the complicated resonance structure of the cross sections.

This n ->ults in an appreciable economy in data storage and data processing.32

4. Finally, the resonance parameterization is very convenient for the

calculation of Doppler broadened cross sections and of resonance self-protection.

Methods have been developed for the rapid calculation of Doppler broadened

"line shapes" and for the calculation of self-shielded resonance integrals.33"36

B. fJon-Uniqueness of the Resonance Analysis of the Fissile Nuciides

Several aspects of the analysis of the cross sections of the fissile

nuclides makes the interpretation of the resonance parameters somewhat

ambiguous:

1. It is well known that the single-level Breit-Wigner resonance formula

is a poor approximation for the fissile nuclides, even at low energy. A

multi-level formalism is required to describe the interferences in the fission

channels, which produce asymmetries in the resonance shapes.

2. The natural widths of the resonances of the fissile nuclides are com-

parable to the level spacings, so that even at low energy some resonances over-

lap.



;; '5 o^* -V..'?>ys possible to determine whether a resonance assymmetry

•: • .-•: ••/ - :-" > = ••- ̂ "iter-fere"cc- or by a small level in/the wing of a

•'!--•':- ^ = .°'7 "- ••',•; ^ ^ e o u ? ^-'ivsis of fission and capture measurements per-

: '-'.•; -̂  ̂ e>-->u.;re may '".elo resolve such ambiguities.

The bound levels contribute appreciably to/the low-energy cross

sections. However the precise position and strength of these levels are not

da~ ••.:-•! '.iniquely by the data.-" 1

5. i'lô t measurements do not separate the contributions of the two-level

sequences corresponding to the two possible values of the total angular

-iOiiiennum. Among the fissile nuclides, only for 2 3 5U have measurements of

uoi a n zation been done over d v-nde energy range.39"41

6. ,'io practical method has been found yet to separate the contributions

of the different fission channels which make up the total fission cross

section.

In spite of the difficulties mentioned above, multilevel resonance analysis

of the cross sections of the fissile nuclides have been performed which yield

cross-section curves in excellent agreement with the measurements. However,

the good agreement between computed and measured cross sections does not ensure

m e uniqueness of the parameters obtained: indeed, another interpretation

of the resonance structure, or other assumptions concerning the bound levels

may lead to a significantly different set of parameters which represents the

measurements equally well .'*')~'1'"

C. Multilevel Resonance Forma7isms

Several multilevel formalisms are available to describe the cross sections

of the fissile nuclides. The most frequently used are the Reich-Moore and

the Adler-Adler formalisms which are specializations of the general dispersion

theory of V.'igner and Eisenbud.'vS"''7 Computer programs have been written

to analyze measurements with these formalisms and multilevel resonance



"™°d -f the low en^rny cross sections of all the

+"omal isir: fo^j^hj^j^qnajTc^anaJ^yjji^ of fissile

• - -"-~.-. -^.z-"- -erS'.ir'-T-'ents is the Reich-Moore formalism because it is

u,v ' ••• 3rd yields P-^fix ^e~onancR oarameters which are easier to interpret

tn " "ne oarameters used in the Adler-Adier formulation. Furthermore the

;:•i-Ki-'-inoro reoresentation can readily be transformed into an equivalent

Adler-Adler representation, whereas the inverse process of converting Adler-

Adler parameters into equivalent Reich-Moore parameters is less straight

forwara.jJ'ou

For describing the cross sections for practical applications the Adler-

; ier representation might be more convenient because it is particularly well

:^ited for the calculation of Doppler broadened and self-shielded cross

sections, using the Voigt profiles and the generalized J-function.31*"36'57

Recently Froenner has demonstrated a new technique for the direct calculation

of Hoppler broadened Reich-Moore cross sections which is as fast as the

Adler-Adler calculation with Voigt profiles;^3 however, it is not clear that

the technique can be used to obtain self-shielded resonance integrals with

the generalized J-function approach.

I. E'^F-Recommended Procedures and ENDF/B-V Evaluations

'.- t-e lignt of the preceding discussion, the recommendation of the

i M r I procedures for the treatment of the fissile nuclides in the resolved

rzr.ze appears ^ery reasonable: "the preferred formalism for evaluation

purposes is the Reich-Moore multilevel scheme, but it has less flexibility

than the Adler method and is therefore better able to distinguish between

various grades of experimental data. However, for the purpose of presentation

in E;JDF/B, Reich-Moore evaluations must be converted to Adler format, since



.-? :-~-~ -^mits '•'•-• :.ĵn of ••• and .-functions for Doppler broadening,

i'-1 ""-: T.?-:-n_-'-^.—. - C M M requires kernel methods."-9

.,• r-^o^-,~--^ ..̂ 5 -allowed in the ETIDF/B-V evaluation of - J 3U

• ' '-.?. ••••:"!'.'?d resonance region of this material is represented

jy equivalent Adler-Adler parameters obtained from the Reich-Moore resonance

i"ii"-ii of r>evnolds and Sjtieql itz.51 The parameters give an accurate

• ̂presentation of the data, so that the "File 3" contribution of this material

is identically zero over the resonance region.

Unfortunately the ENDF/B procedures recommendation was ignored in the

..".-aiuations of ---̂ Ll and i 3 3Pu, (MAT 1395 and MAT 1399, respectivf ' .;. ) 6 1 '62

• •._: :.ie representations of the resolved resonance range of these two

^otooes in ENDF/B-V do not meet any of the goals of resonance analysis as

defined in III. A., at the beginning of this section.

In ''AT 1395, - j 5U, the resolved range extends from 1 to 82 eV and is

described by single-level Breit-liigner parameters for some 130 J-7/2 levels,

combinec! with a highly structured File 3 consisting of more than 1300 energy

poi;r,s: the File 3 contribution to the total cross section is illustrated

in Fig. 1 .

As may be seen on Fig. 1, the "smooth background" File 3 is anything

but smooth and the structure should not be ignored in Doppler broadening

or in self-shielding calculations. The formalism used to describe part of

the cross sections is not unitary so that the consistency in the line shape

of the resonances is not insured. Furthermore, the J-value assignments are

obviously incorrect.

"'any man-years of efforts have been expended to determine the spin of

L,-I= iuvels of • • U, to develop appropriate multilevel formalisms and data

analysis computer programs and to perform high quality resonance analyses of

the cross sections of "bU and -3"JPu. It seems surprising that all this



.-. :•••• '•'•>.-. :--- ; in.^d :^ 'hp E'lDF/B-V representation of these two important

- . -: ;• • •-•"--•-. •- -• itended '-.o define the best available represer.tation

•" •' •-.--- - •-••- ^ .1 ; -.a _,r=H i r .-.a-.jtor designs and data testing.

-• • • . - - .. i • •• •-5 --:vdl'.jaT.ion of ? j , ''AT 1399, also represented

..;:.:•! • i'inle-level narareters.

here to recomnend that new ENDF/B-type evaluations

;-'j .^nd • - ^ D I J f̂ g of?rfr*>-~ipH, '•"r.r;'^"cv'"1-t."''Q ".I 7 t h e

relevant information, and in particular the polarization data for ̂ 35U,"*:

and using the multilevel scheme recommended for fissile nuclei in the ENDF/B

,-:.:e:jreb.

;:. ;c;!ME"iTs ON THE ENDF/B UNRESOLVED RESONANCE REGION FORMALISM

A. Introduction

A considerable amount of effort has gone into improving processing

methoas for the unresolved resonance region but orobably less into validating

the rodel used to represent the cross sections in that region.

"t seems to us that the central question about the ENDF/B representation

of the unresolved resonance region is whether or not that representation leads

to a correct estimate of resonance self-shielding. Ultimately this question

should be answered by comparing computed self-shielding factors as a function

of energy, temperature, and dilution with values derived from self-indication

measurements or from other clean experiments. We know of no such tests per-

fomed with ENDF/B-V. Admittedly there are few good self-indication and

Doppler effect measurements"5"70 and these are perhaps difficult to interpret,

but these difficulties will have to be addressed, or new measurements will

have to be done if the unresolved resonance model .s to be properly veJidated.71



:> -:...' v:i^s '-i i'a"iine v: an example the ENDF/B-V ? 3 S U , HAT 1393,72

•':-• ••.--,--•-<.-. ~r '••-; i^^ro"! zed resonance cross sections. Our comments

• ~ "". •"••••" ^ '̂ o -.-•;'-•'.-•> i n * t h p oi/^iLifltion o e r s e . o r o f t h e

•" •;n'' ~-"~ .̂-. c:3"^"'1 vlD"/. r'oceaures. We wish rather to

- r^e nuestions about the >"odel , which we hope may lead to an improved

•"-:SMtation of rhe unresolved resonance reqion and to improve future

We confine our description of MAT 1398 to the energy range 4 to 45 keV

to avoid complications associated with the inelastic-scattering competitive

.n:.:n. wnich are irrelevant to our discussion. The low energy end of the

unresolved resonance region is also the reqion where resonance self-shielding

j'-'ects are most important.'"'

hi the next subsection we review the unresolved resonance treatment of MAT

1393 in the interval 4 to ",S keV and we comment on the model. In subsection C

we report on a study of the influence of tne choice of unresolved resonance

^anuc-iers on the calculation of self-shielding factors in - 3 3U. In sub-

section u we report on another study where we have treated the ^ 3 8U resolved

ranne from 1 to 4 keV with exactly the same methodology used in the unresolved

range. We then compare the self-shielding factors computed "exactly" with the

resolved resonance parameters with those computed "statistically" with the

unresolved resonance formalism. Finally in subsection E we recommend the

investigation of other techniques to treat the unresolved resonance region.

•3. The MAT i39S Unresolved Resonance Region in the Interval 4 to 45 keV

The unresolved resonance parameters were generated on the basis of

criteria discussed in File 1 of MAT 1398 and described below:

.Average resonance parameters are given for neutron angular momenta 1=0,

1 and 2. Since thf? ; ! 6U ground state has spin zero, the 2 3 9U compound states

• : U3 formed with spin values J = jc t 1/2|.



• •• . . —.- ~h<: ]pwr1] s p a c i n a Df • ' , J ) , t h e reduced

• -•-• ••.'•\rp v i i ' ^ h ,' , J ; f o r each ( - , J ) s e r i e s .

• • ^ •• .'c ^ Vr- :npr d i s t r i b u t i o n , t h e reduced

, .. . - . ; , - . . „ • ; . . . - ; . , . , ? r | r j . - ^ ra^tirfp w i d t h s aVn "5'•'en

>,-1r.e •;•] if o
f all the oar.^meters is taken to be

: -"• ""• -15.13 keV (as given in TaMe III except for

:•'••: :no e^ii^rea ave--.,.> â̂ ".,:..- -rass section, - ' a- tnese

energies. At these 19 energy points the value of r° («.=!, J=3/2) was

>' =i . .-1 :i. The 19 energies, the correspording values of

. •^!/2: ana ox zne comoutea averaqe capture cross section are listed

"•̂ •-e is not tneoreticai or logical justification for such a model although

this ":odei conforms to usual ENDF/8 procedure. From the theoretical point of

view, there is no reason, to expect the var-ation in the locally averaged cross

;--c:ion to oe aue entirely to a variation in the locally averaged ^=1 reduced

neutron '.viji-b. There is no reason either to expect a small sample ot the

reaucea neutron widths to have a Porter-Thomas distribution around their locally

averaged values.

The model is also logically inconsistent. By specifying average resonance

parameters and their distributions, we specify only the probability distribution

of the average cross sections, not the actual values. By fitting the local

reduced neutron widths to the locally average values of the capture cross section,

on the other hand, we imply that the most probable value of the average cross-

section is the actual value. Furthermore the magnitude of the fluctuations of the

locally averaged capture cross section is determined by the width of the averaging

interva.s and there is no compelling rationale for selecting these widths. The

widths t the averaging intervals should probably be interpreted as being of



-•-.-• - ••.••v,' ;Je ?.s the intervals between successive energy points

...,„, '••••.i""ir'r»'s are defined: as can be seen from Table II,

•- - .• -. - -- .-r - iopi>; i •. in main1" tude.

• • •" - * '^ar--o'ir.al ijSti"ination and bec^-jse of these

. . • "^"cis- te^cies. the noael should be viewed at best as an ad hoc

••^•i-orovi^tirn nf the zyav.irip r%pfira c^os? section. Because of the way it

-1" •".•••'-*".ed. the node! will ^eomduce exactly the evaluated locally

... ::JC capture cross sections but there is no reason to expect it to

provide correct values of the self-shielding factors, since the parameterization

• .'•'cue and since no self-shielding information was utilized.

1 i-"iuence of the Choice of Unresolved Resonance Parameters

••l :ne Calculation of Self-Shielding Factors in 23RU

I:i ".his subsection we investigate now the self-shielding factors change

wnen tne average s-wave and p-wave reduced neutron widths are modified S£ as

to _̂eeo tne average capture cross section unchanged. We show that,

particularly at tne low energy end of the unresolved resonance region, the

uncc-r-.ointic-s in average unresolved resonance parameters would lead to signi-

ficant uncertainties in the computed self-shielding factors even if the

average infinitely dilute capture cross section were known exactly.74

For simplicity of notation we shall refer from now on to the average s-wave

reduced neutron width as GNO and to the average p-wave reduced neutron width

for J=l/2 as GNI. We shall also abide by the Version V choice that the average

p-wave reduced neutron width for J=3/2 is exactly half of GNI, although there

is no physical reason for this relation to hold for averages over a relatively

small numDer of levels.

As stated in the previous subsection, the values of the unresolved resonance

pa rasters of MAT 1398 below 45 keV were obtained by a fit to an evaluated

average capture cross section. Such a fit is not unique, since several sets



. •;•- ..: --:; ••?.•"•.-} -arai-ete^s may yield the same average capture cross-section.

--° •>.'."•->̂r!G resonance parameters were kept constant at the

•••••" ; ""-".. ':T. -3v.;ent for 1TJT which was adjusted in the fit.

'" •" - "•• • ---esrived resonance region model described in the

..:•:.• io;.s :-.;osec:ion. we interpret the average reduced neutron widths as local

. •. :e: J;~~ v" S'-irny ..id to roughly equal to the separation between successive

-.s at which thev are defined. For instance, as can be seen in Table IV

-Von -t to 5 key tne resonance parameters are redefined every 250 eV. Hence,

the J=l/2 parameters which have a spacing of 20 eV are averaged over N=250/20=

;!.- levels. Hence, the local averages have a "sampling error" which, for a

"-: -ter-Thomas distribution, is 6GN0/GN0=v'2/N = .4. Hence, there is no reason

to expect the average s-wave reduced neutron width to be constant from one

250-eV interval to the next and the fluctuations in the average capture cross

3ection to be due entirely to fluctuations in the average p-wave reduced

neutron widths.7-

We have varied the average s-wave reduced neutron width GNG over the

ranqe 1.26 to 2.95 meV (±40;.; of the ENDF/B-V value of 2.10 meV). For each

change in GNO we have searched for the correlated change in GNI which would

leave the average capture cress section unchanged. For each correlated pair

of GNO-GNI values we have computed the infinitely dilute average total cross

section, <a.> and the capture self-shielding factor f for several dilution

cross sections ao and for several effective temperatures. We define here
76 ,77

the capture se l f - sh ie ld ing factor as

• 2, +



".iken ov°r the probability distribution of the resonance

< -<..• ;-;cr'2 orocedures. The values of f and -~n,> were
Y t

""''"'5 using the computer code PAPIN.80

f 4 ke7, effp^tive temperatures of

";:. ' )0. *nd 2000Dl-'. and dilutions of 1, 10, and 100 b are shown in Table V.

:,;a errors r'ven m -.he table are absolute statistical errors from the Monte

!a^. :,i ic'ilations. however, since each calculation was done with the same

series of random numbers, the uncertainty in the ratio or difference of two

values show;: in the table is much smaller than implied by these errors.

: . _a.n be seen from Table V that to different pairs of correlated values

: -,,u and GNI, yielding the same infinitely dilute average capture cross

:sciion, correspond different values of the computed capture self-shielding

factors. At 4 keV to the assumed ±40S uncertainty in GNO and GNI corresponds

an uncertainty of =10. in f for 300°K and for a dilution of 10b, and an
Y

uncertainty of the same magnitude in the change in f between 1000°K and 2000°K.

Ucle that since the infinitely dilute average capture cross section is the same

for all the correlated values of GNO and GNI, the self-shielded average capture

cross section is strictly proportional to f . Note also that at 4 keV, the

changes in the correlated values of GNI corresponding to the ±402 variation

in GNO are comparable to the changes in GNI with energy, specified by MAT 1398

and shown in Table IV.

It can also be seen from Table V that the correlated changes in GNO and

GNI induce changes in the computed infinitely dilute average total cross section

<o.> so that in principle a good knowledge of <of> could reduce the uncertainty

in GNO and GNI. However -:a.> is not a directly measured quantity; it must be

inferred from good resolution transmission measurements as a function of energy

and thickness, and it ic not clear that it can be obtained with sufficient

precision to reduce the uncertainty in GNO.



'.:-} -^ '••"-• '•••"- ini'iro s e l f - s h i e l d i n g f a c t o r s f are very c l o s e to 1

• • ' ;' '••'"•• •:••••- '•h.-:,-! 1 : rid for all t e m p e r a t u r e s a b o v e 3 0 0 ° K so that

" - " ~-• •"- "c ~c ' :v~" r1^ sensitive to the choice of GNO and GNI.

• •• •" -..--.. ..,-,_., ̂.. ., ,,,nnt .-„.,. --iĝ nipv- effect calculations is

..:.'; • ': ••••e n'-i * ;it;i temperature, and this quantity is quite sensitive to

";":£ . I'.̂ ĉ  of unresolved resonance parameters. This is illustrated in Table

! -t •--. ••-.,^-.-. :;ie "o i n u u l e a c n a n g e ^ ..-' ...":. •--„•: ~r;i. ,. aiic J > J O ;> a t 4 u

-e.. ror several dilutions and for several pairs of correlated values of GNO

and GNI.

D. The Unresolved Treatment of the Resolved Range for MAT 1398

As a test of the validity of the unresolved resonance region treatment of

"AT 1398, the exact same methodology wai> uccu over the energy range 1-4 keV

.-n:;.-i :z aescnoea oy resolved resonance parameters.

": - ranne i-H K,£\/ was divided into 13 intervals of approximately 250

t'J. The average capture cross section <a > for each interval was obtained as:

./nere the integration is over the width &E of the interval, and a (E)

.'., ;.omputed from the resolved resonance parameters and the background File 3.

Using the values of the average resonance parameters given in Table III, ap-

propriate values of the average p-wave reduced neutron widths GNI were obtained

by fitting --a > defined in (2). The capture self-shielding factors f were

then obtained using Eq. (1) of the previous section. These values can be com-

pared to the corresponding values f * computed by the resolved resonance

•thcdology:715



.'3:

.-•.•••? -i nnor^., rjonofi^nt •"oss sections are computed from the resolved resonance

1J;',C- results of this comnarison are presented in Table VII. The first column

of the table gives the neutron energies for which the unresolved resonance para-

meters were defined. The second column gives the limits of the energy interval

.E over which the caDture cross section was averaged, see Eq. (2). The width of

these intervals were selected to correspond approximately to the corresponding

widtn of MAT 1398 in the range 4 to 5 keV. The third column of Table VII gives

the average capture cross section, computed from Eq. (2); the fourth column gives

the reduced p-wave neutron width for J=l/2, GNI. The next 3 columns give the

•aluee :T . .j •, f , .- > f *, and their ratio, respectively, for a dilution
n~r ~i n : Y

;~=10b. The last 6 columns give the corresponding information for dilutions

-•-,=50b and ;o
 = 100b. At the bottom of the ta: le the self-shielded cross sections

have been added over intervals of 1 keV and 3 keV, respectively.

For our purposes here, we view the self-shielding factors f computed with

actual resolved cross sections as correct. We see from Table VII that over

250-eV intervals the values of f * obtained with the unresolved resonance
Y

statistical model may differ appreciably from the values of f ; for a dilution

of 10b the difference between f * and f exceeds 30% in 25% of the intervals.
Y Y

For a dilution of 50b, it exceeds 2 OX again in 25^ of the intervals.81 Of

course, when the self-shielded group cross sections are summed over wider

intervals of 1 keV or 3 keV, the differences between the resolved and unresolved

calculations become relatively less important; nevertheless even for intervals

of 1 keV differences of the order of 5% remain.



.̂ .-n-jor -lyi'c :1 av~l" noteworthy that over 1-keV intervals the

'„:.?••••-••• - . -^c.-r-.n,-- --ijni i^airc * 0 overestimate systematically the self-

. • . • -. • . , „ - . v . o .-,,„-. -=r^^., -.- ;_ ca,, u,e a s s i j m e c j that from 4 to 10 keV

••••"•-^"-t 3'"1 ~ - "̂ •"; • ••"
i" • * ~p =? in the "nt^rval 1 to 4 keV, then

-.•••: -rT"--:*: would reduce *:he lonqstandinq discrepancy between measured and

cc,:;ouLrd values of the capture rate in --O-concaininq assemblies.0--*-"•

- • discussion

The results presented in this section suggest the need for additional

validation of the ENDF/B treatment of the unresolved resonance region. In

particular, we suggest that because of the non-uniqueness of the unresolved

resonance representation it would be desirable to test that the representation

leads to correct estimates of the self-shielding, with self-indication and

thick-transmission measurements.

Our specific comments were limited to MAT 1393, but it should be clear

that validation is also needed for the 2 3 5U and 239Pu unresolved represen-

tations. :; '•••••: In fact, the fissile isotopes unresolved range starts at a

much lower energy (82 eV for Z3tiU and 300 eV for 2 3 9Pu) where self-shielding

effects might be more important.ik

We were not able to find the original justification for the current

ENDF/B treatment of the unresolved resonance region which consists of fit-

ting the average infinite dilute capture cross section with an energy

dependent p-wave strength function. For 2 3 8U this approach was first used

by T. A. Pitterle for the ENDF/B-II evaluation (MAT 1107).85

Early treatments of the unresolved resonance region were based on energy

independent average resonance parameters.86 Brissenden and Durston87 in-

troduced a numerical treatment based on the construction of a "ladder" of

artifical resonances randomly selected from the appropriate energy independent



pro:::. .'••-.••' ri-K+rihutions. As no in ted out by Brissenden,y6 in this approach

any ' ^ -^ss-nie iaaciers is eouailv Drobable so that the statistical

sa,.- j.-ror -an ne °*>umatoa, tiut cannot be reduced, by sampling over

many :--;.:••- fdaaars. .\einer rv.: .ier J and Adldns and Oyos"10 comDuted tne

.•::••".-. •iic-,es in DoDp'ler coerriciGm: caicuiations'due to the statistical

; : irror. Lryoi ana itevetib idv; _-;•;. ••• tnat when the partial in-

.iiuta Tii'-o'̂ ra. ,r - -"•"• -^n 4 and 5 keV is computed by the

statistical approach, the probable statistical sampling error is about iu..

In :-z:i.r to reduce this statistical error several authors have proposed to

select rroiii aii possible pseudo-resonance ladders, one particular ladder

wnicn yieia:> fine group averaye cross sections that are consistent with

thosi dvaluatea from law resolution measurements.S7'92~9i< This can be

acrneveu by a forcso sampling technique.3~ Note that this technique is not

: i :quivaleni to the EMDF/B treatment discussed above.95

. ;;r treeitneuts of the unresolved resonance region have been proposed.

?. previcuS paper,:" the authors suggested that the statistical treatment

!;;• replaced by using directly the cross sections obtained from high resolution

measurements. We discussed methods for the broadening and unbroadening of

the resonance structure, even if a proper resonance analysis of the structure

cannot be performed. S. Pearlstein97 suggested a somewhat different approach

based on representing the data by the probability table method. Pearlstein

also discussed a technique for Doppler broadening and unbroadening of data

where resonance parameters are not available. Gur and Yiftah,98 on the

other hand, have suggested the direct parameterization of the resonance

r.<?i f-shielding factors.

,:e recommend that the present ENDF/B treatment of the unresolved resonance

le-jioti be reexarnined, and perhaps replaced by one of the alternate treatments

just reviewed. Before leaving this topic we make three more observations:

(l) There is an inherent statistical sampling error associated with any



. ••• • '•i~ %" u • • ""^o'' r" 'I rrir-onance reqion which specifies probability

- --" -'-? ----- •-•-^ons, rather than the actual cross sections.

.„..,._,... ,.-„.,_ t..,;_ -3V,y,0v- h,e recoonized and nroperly accounted for.

:-j: ;;on-vice ^t^'ict'jr0 of the cross sections: there is no sharo difference

• - •;-: 'jat.i. The decision as to where to stop the resonance analysis of

• • : ..-.r.a ana wne^e to start the "unresolved" ran<]e is targeiy an arbitrary

jJL.iion of che evaiuator or analyser of the data. We nave discussed this

in more detail previously,5"1 and as an example, in Figs. 2 to 4 we show

:. :. :ios or the cross sections of JJJIJ below 60 eV (the resolved range) and

j- -'J above 100 ev, (the unresolved range). Clearly tne 2 3 5U data above

. -v are just as "resolvable" as the "33lu data below 60 eV!

'" .herever resonance self-shielding is important, the gross features of the

resonance structure can be observed in high-resolution data. These gross

features dominate the resonance self-shielding effects and can be represented

fairiy accurately by any resonance parameterization. The smaller resonances

whicn constitute a "noisy background" in the cross section could be accounted

for by one statistical ladder or by a File 3 smooth contribution. Such a

representation would appear preferable to the present ENDF/B approach.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have discussed several aspects of the measurement,

analysis and evaluation of the cross sections of the fertile and fissile

nuclides in the resonance regions.

In the resolved range, for the fertile nuclides we think that the

principal requirement for improved evaluations is for a practical methodology

to deal with systematic errors and their correlations. For the fissile

nuclides a 3 5U and :2'3Pu, the ENDF/B-V evaluations are not consistent with

ENDF/B procedures reconimendations and fall short of the goals of resonance



'•'•.' ev3imt-'ois of these two isotopes should be performed. In

....-....,., .,^r-inancg ^-^riion we Show that, the ENDF/B representation is

. •" •"•' ":' 'T -—jo^^t•>^a 1 T •/ /justified. A better representation mav

.•". "• '•-'. 1"C = ••M' -idation of the representation with experimental self-

-.i-eiiira ^nd ̂ ransr^csion ^easur^en"?- is certainly required.

.jr emnnasis has been on the shortcominqs of the latest evaluations,

:ec^use this is the aoal of a critical review, however, it would be unfair

to conclude this review without mentioning that, if many problems remain,

nevertheless much progress has been achieved in recent years in improving

• i ^valuations of the heavy nuclides. We shall illustrate this observation

: ::i ;.;o examples:

, ''; •. longstanding discrepancy between the computed and directly measured

valjri of ;ne self-snielded resonance integral of -'nu has been considerably

reduced if not entirely removed. " ^ ' ° 3 ' " ~ 1 0 1 The problem was due to an in-

correct uncertainty assignment to an early measurement103 of the capture

width of the 6.68 e\l ievel in ; 3 3 U , and was solved by a reexamination of that

uncertainty assignment,100 and by a series of new hiqh quality measurements

and analyses of the low energy cross sections of ?- 3u >
1 0 0"if-

(2) In all previous ENDF/B versions several heavy nuclides, particularly

2 3 2Th, 2 3 3U and 2 3 8 U , had "negative cross sections" in the resolved reqion.10"*105

This problem resulted from an improper treatment of the contribution of the

levels with enerqies outside the resolved range, and from the use of the single

level Breit Wigner approximation, which is acceptable only in the vicinity

of a resonance energy. In the ENDF/B-V representations of the heavy nuclides

these negative cross sections appear only for 21<2Pu.

Finally, in concluding, we stress that the shortcomings discussed in

this review are being actively addressed by the nuclear cross section

community and we feel confident that further improvements in measurements and

evaluations are forthcoming.
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Table I.

Resonances Between 1450 eV and 1760 eV

Energy

1472. -

1522.3

1597.5

1622.J

1637.4

1662.0

1687.2

1709.0

1755.1

I Fn

Shaoe analysis
of Geel data
(2 tnicknesses)

1 1 <i v

215 ±

309 ±

97 •.

50 .-

201 r

98 ~

81 i

121 •

1286

0

4

6

2

1

4
O

2

Shaoe analysis
of Columbia data
(3 thicknesses)

"n'

1 0 3 - 2

236 ± 3

352 ± 4

38 _ 2

46 i 2

214 t 4

97 - 2

77 r 2

116 r 3

1334

Geel published
values
[Ca 71]
V meV

125 ±

260 ±

351 ±

116 ±

60 ±

241 ±

104 ±

94 ±

135 ±

1486

8

15

40

15
5

20

9

7

10

Columbia
published values

[Ra 72]
r , meVn'

125

240

355

68

50

171

92

86

105

± 10

± 15

± 25

± 14

± 8

± 20

± 10

± 8

± 10

1292

In the shape analysis of Geel data the adjusted background parameters a

were negligible (< 10" ).

In the shaDe analysis of Columbia the adjusted background parameters a

were equal to:

0.0011 for 0.084 at/b sample;

-0.010 for 0.0348 at/b sample;

0.027 for 0.0084 at/b sample.



T a b l e I I . C o m p a r i s o n o f I h KV- .un t i i n •.: U i M t i i > ( m e V )

Level
eV

21.

23,

b9.

69,

.8

.5

.b

.2

Energy

r
Y

ry

rn

rY
rn

r
Y

Rahn ct
(1972

1.91 ±

20 ±

3.24 ±

25 ±

3.9 ±

25 ±

44.0 ±

25 ±

al.

.09

2

.24

2

.2

2

2

2

Chrien ..•?
(1979)

2.1

24.5

3.7

26.0

4.0

25.0

41.2

22.6

'. .1

i 1.5

± .2

±1.5

± .3

± 2.0

± 3.0

± 2.0

i

(.02)

U)
1.02)

L2)

(.03)

(.3)

(.3)

(.4)

01 sen ••:
(1980)

2.08 i .

2b. 3 > .

3.82 t .

26.9 i .

3.86 i .

24.6 j .

43.2 i .

24.1 i .

02

4

04

4

06

9

2

3

ENDF/l; -V 1.
(1979)

2.02

23.0

3.88

25.0

4.04

23.2

44.0

21.9

N I J I • i

2.O.;

Zli.'J

3.71

2b. 9

4.0

25.9

42.0

25.9

*The error in parenthesis is statistical only.
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.:/c-rrj'-L' reujceG neutron wiatn

jVGra'je capture widths

all *"i;r? average resonance parameters are taken as
<:::•;• v.jrii. over the range 4 < E •• 45.18 keV, except
"'or ".:::i -1 reduced neutron widths which are given
at 1 j ijnorqy points over the interval, as shown in
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•"1
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0.75300
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0.57302
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,,;or.ure Self-shieldinq Factors at 4 keV
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• • ' . . -

• : - • •

- •

] 5. i
} a. •'.-

18. j
1 J. ':
?C 7

. . . . .

. 60 "

- J —

. ^3 -

. - 6 •

. 56 •

. 0 2 :

. 5 9 -.

. D O

.75 :

. 72 .•

.69 r

.66 -

.53 --

D

.01

.".;

.C!

.01

.01

r*. "

. *J f

- "J i

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

T = 3 : 0 o

;,=1Qb

.68 -

. z~ -

. oG -

.57 i

. OD Z

7=10C0

.77 :_

. 70 .-.
5 7 •

.65 -

1=2000

.32 t

.72 •

.76 i

.74 i

.71 ±

.01

.01
.01
.01
.01

•>••:

.0)

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.83

.Co

.83

.31

.79

go

.91

.39
BC

.£6

.95

.93

.92

.91

.90

10Gb

r .01
- .02
- .02
: .02
: .02

- .01
- .01
- .01
: .01
= .01

£ .01
i .01
X . 0 1
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; i r. ; I. Temperature Dependence of 233U Capture Self-shielding

lectors at 40 keV
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U-235 TOTAL (MF= 3 ONLY) MAT 1395
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<
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-6 h
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- 3 0
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E(eV)

Fig. 1. The "smooth" MF=3 contr ibut ion lo Uic UIW'/W V re|jrcsi' i i t,u ion
of ?J1'U over the resolved resonance range: I eV - i i l eV.
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E(ev)
Fig. 2. U-233 fission and capture c.ro-.s sections in the resolved

resonance range 45 to 60 eV. The solid lines are from a multi-level
analysis of Reynolds and Steiglitz used in ENDF/B-V. The figures illustrates
that even in the "resolved range," the resonances are not truly resolved.
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Fig. 3. U-23J fission cross section between "luO and l-.
figure shows a comparison between two sets of experimental
ENOF/B-V, this range is treated as "unresolved." Ct

i l l u s t r a t e s that the resonances are j
233U between 45 and 60 eV.
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